
Implementing
Sustainable Web Design
Division of Student Affairs 



How can we continue to Mean Green on
our Division of Student Affairs websites?

 



Enviromental
Impact

Luckily, there are basic web practices we can
implement as web developers and content creators
in order to minimize our environmental impacts
here at the Division of Student Affairs!

The larger a site is, the more resources are required
for it to load, creating a severe strain on power
consumption. Sustainable web design principles
aim to combat this issue by lowering the weight of
a page so that it’s smaller in size and uses less
power to load.

It’s estimated that the internet has the same yearly
CO2 footprint as the entire aviation industry. 



Image Optimization 

Reference the DSA Web File Management for image
optimization tips or use free services like Image Optimizer
before uploading to the IMCE.

Image files make up the majority of file size on most web
interfaces, and so using images efficiently is one of the best
strategies to reduce file sizes and energy use.

Reduce file sizes and create
optimized images for the web.

http://www.imageoptimizer.net/Pages/Home.aspx


This does not mean make super long pages, as this decreases
accessibility and readability for users. Consolidate information when
possible without sacrificing the user experience!  

Each time your visitors navigate to a new page, your site refreshes
and sends requests to load all the features and images again from a
server. To lower the amount of server usage, you can consolidate
your content and have fewer pages.

Consolidate
Content
Try keeping relevant content to a
single page.



Pages can be made more responsive through the use of a grid
system, explained in the DSA Advanced Web Training. To learn more
about grid systems, W3 schools is another awesome resource to
reference. 

Create responsive web pages to lower energy consumption and
improve user experience. 

Create
Responsive
Content
Pages optimized for mobile load
quicker and use less energy. 



Uploading videos in 720p instead of full HD creates file sizes
significantly smaller while creating a nearly imperceivable difference
in image quality on all but the largest monitors and TVs. 

Video 
Upload Size
Simple switches in video size can
make a big impact.



Thank you for
joining today's
workshop!
What web sustainability strategies would you
like a refresher on?


